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HAUSDORFF CONTENT AND RATIONAL APPROXIMATION

IN FRACTIONAL LIPSCHITZ NORMS

BY

ANTHONY G. O'FARRELL(')

Abstract. For 0 < a < 1, we characterise those compact sets X in the

plane with the property that each function in the class lip(or, X) that is

analytic at all interior points of X is the limit in Lip(a, X) norm of a

sequence of rational functions. The characterisation is in terms of Hausdorff

content.

1. If £ is a closed subset of the complex plane C, and / is a bounded

complex-valued function on £ we define the modulus of continuity cy by

setting

af(r) = sup{|/(x) -f(y)\: x,y G £, \x - y\< r)

whenever r > 0. Thus coy is a nondecreasing function, co(0) = 0, and / is

uniformly continuous on £ if and only if co^ is continuous at zero. For

0 < a < 1 we define

MU- sup{r-W/(r): r > 0),

Lip(a, £) = {/: ||/]|ai£< oo},

lip(a, £) = {/G Lip(a, £):r_aw/(r)-^0asr|0}.

When given the norm

(where \\J]\uE is the sup norm), Lip(a, £) becomes a Banach algebra, and

lip(a, E) is a closed point-separating subalgebra [9]. This paper concerns the

question of approximation in Lip(a, A'), for compact sets X, by rational

functions with poles off X.

Before stating the main result, we must define the Hausdorff contents Mß

and M%. A measure function is a nonnegative increasing function defined on
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188 A. G. O'FARRELL

R+ = [t E R: t > 0). If A is a measure function and £ c C, then the

Hausdorff content Mh(F) is the infimum of all sums

2   h(diamS),
SeS

where S runs over all countable coverings of £ by closed (or open) balls. In

case h(r) — rß for some ß > 0, we write Mh = Mß. The set function Mß is

defined by setting

M 1(F) = sup{ Mh (£): h is a measure function,

h(r) < rß,r-ßh(r)^>0eLSrl0}.

Theorem. Let X be a compact subset of C, and let 0 < a < 1. In order that

every function in lip(a, X) which is analytic on the interior of X be the limit in

Lip(a, A') norm of a sequence of rational functions, it is necessary and sufficient

that there exist a constant p > 0 such that

Ml+a(D\X) > pMl+a(D\intX)

whenever D is an open disc.

It is worth noting that the condition for approximation is purely metric, in

contrast to the conditions which have been obtained for uniform approxima-

tion [12].

The necessity of the condition is proved in §§2-8. We introduce capacities

in §2 and show that if two spaces have the same closure then the correspond-

ing capacities coincide. In §§3-7 we apply a generalisation of Melnikov's

Theorem [10] in order to relate the capacities corresponding to rational

functions and lip a analytic functions to the contents Ml+a and A/|+a. The

proof of sufficiency in §§10-15 is modelled on the Vitushkin approximation

scheme [12], [6], [8] as modified by Davie [3]. We make heavy use of the

metric character of the capacities. We give some applications in §§16-23.

Throughout the paper, a is fixed, 0 < a < 1 ; Z denotes the set of integers,

and Z+ = Z n R+; 2 is the Riemann sphere; ty is the space of complex-val-

ued C°° functions with compact support. If/is continuous on C and cp G ¿3)

we define

VW--J     x_f     iff *«(0.
where m denotes Lebesgue measure on the plane. For an exposition of the

properties of this " 7^-operator", see [6]. A set B of continuous functions on C

is said to be T-invariant if T^f E B whenever / G B and <p G 6D. The

operator T is bounded with respect to the Lip(a, C) norm, for each cp E GÙ.
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In fact

\ML,c< Kl>Ad)i\M\u + W Hu)>
where A' is a constant depending only on a,

d= diamsptip,      t}f(d) - sup{s"0,co/(s): 0 < s < d).

The symbol X always stands for a compact subset of C, ^l(X) is the

subspace of Lip(a, C) consisting of those functions which agree on some

neighbourhood of X with a rational function, and <3t,(A") is the space of

functions in Lip(a, C) which are analytic on a neighbourhood of X. If B is

any subspace of Lip(a, X), then the closure of B with respect to the norm

||* Ha* is denoted [B]aX, or just [B]a. If B contains the constants, then this

coincides with the closure with respect to the norm ||- ||a x. For any X,

[*wU-[*w]^
This assertion is the a version of Runge's Theorem, and the classical proof of

Runge's Theorem is easily modified to prove it.

As a technical convenience, we assume that the diameter of X does not

exceed \.

I am grateful to T. Gamelin and J. Garnett for valuable conversations. The

Decay Lemma of §12 is the work of Garnett. I am grateful to the referee for

suggesting the argument of §4.

2. We follow established custom in denoting the algebra of all continuous

complex-valued functions on X by C(X) and denoting the subalgebra of

functions analytic on int(A') by A {X). We further define

Aa(X) = Lip(a,.Y) n A(X),       Aa(X) = lip(a,X) n A(X),

so that A a and Aa are closed subalgebras of Lip a. In view of the extension

theorem [11, Chapter VI], a subspace V c A a(X) may be regarded as a

subspace of Lip(a, Q (we may identify V with the set of functions in

Lip(a, C) whose restrictions to X lie in V), so T-invariance makes sense for

such subspaces. To each T-invariant subspace V oí A"(X) we associate a

capacity y(V, ° ), a nonnegative increasing function defined on the family

(D) of open discs: we say a function/ G Fis D-admissible if/is analytic off

a compact subset of D,f (oo) = 0, and ||/||ajC < 1; we set

y(V,D) = sup{|/'(oo)|:/ G F,/isZ)-admissible}.

Lemma. Let Vand Wbe T-invariant subspaces of Aa(X). Suppose Vand W

have the same closure in \Ap(a, X) norm. Then y(V, D) - y(W, D) for every

open disc D.

Proof. It suffices to show that
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y(V,D) = y([V]a,D).

It is clear that

y(V,D)<y([V]a,D).

To prove the opposite inequality, let D be a fixed open disc and let e > 0 be

given. Choose/ G [V]a such that/is /J-admissible and

|/'(oo)|>y([F]a,Z))-£.

Choose a sequence {/,}f° of elements of V such that ||/„ —/||a,^->0. For

each n the extension theorem ensures the existence of a function

g„ G Lip(o, C)

such that gn = /„ - / on X and || g„||0iC < 4 ||/„ - f\\a¡x. Let h, -/+ gn.

Then h„ E V and \\hn -/||OjC-»0 as n -» + .. Choose <p G <$ such that

spt cp c /) and <p = 1 on a neighbourhood of the set of singularities of /.

Then 7-/ = /, T9hn E V, and

\Kh» - A\a,c=\\T*(hn - f)\L,c

<K\\hn-AL,D{\M\u + d^^nuh

by §1. Thus || Tvh„ - f\\tttC -* 0, and hence (FçA„)'(°o) -»/(oo), so that

y(F,£»)>y([F]a,/))-e.

Since this holds for each e > 0, we conclude that (*) holds.

We do not know whether or not the converse to this lemma is true in

general.

3. In order to apply Lemma 2 to rational approximation we have to

describe the capacities y(V, ■) in the cases V— ^i(X) and V = Aa(X).

Melnikov's Theorem provides the key. It relates certain capacities to the

Hausdorff contents Mh. Before stating it we define a special class of "mod-

ulus of continuity functions".

Consider a concave increasing function w(r), defined for r > 0 and con-

stant for r > 1, with co(0) = 0, and such that

(1) u'(r) exists for r > 0;

(2) there exists a constant L, > 0 such that co(r) < Lxrw'(r) for 0 < r < \ ;

(3) there exists a constant L2 > 1 such that ru>'(r) < (L2 - l)co(r)/L2 for

0<r<i.

Such a w we call a modulated function. To each modulated function is

associated a measure function A, defined by h(r) = ru(r), and a capacity

t(w, •) defined on arbitrary bounded sets £ c C by

t(co, £) = sup{ |/'(oo)| : /is analytic on a neighbourhood of

2\£,/(oo) = 0, uf < a).
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Here coy refers to the modulus of continuity of / as a function on C.

Melnikov's Theorem. Let co be a modulated function. Then there is a

constant K(u) such that

K~]Mh(E) < t(w,£) < KMh(E)

whenever E is compact or E is open and bounded. K(w) may be taken to be

K0(LX + Lj)» where K0 is a certain universal constant.

Actually, this is a slight extension of Melnikov's result. He proved it in case

co(r) = rß for some ß, 0 < ß < 1, and in that case K(<S) may be taken to be

K0ß~x(l — ß)~x. His proof [10] carries over with trivial changes. We omit

the details.

An example of a modulated function other than the various rß, 0 < ß < 1,

is obtained by fixing 0 < 8 < 1 and setting

\rs{S-x -log2r},    0<r<±,
u(r) = <

W      [S-x2-s, ±<r<oo.

4. Lemma. Let co(r) be a nonnegative function such that co(r) < r" and

r~"ii}(r)->0. Let e > 0 and ß > a be given. Then there exists a modulated

function C0](r) with the following properties:

(1)(1 - e)co(r) < co,(r) < ra/or0 < r < \,

(2)aco,(r) < rco',(r) < ßux(r)for0 < r < \,

(3)r-°co,(r)-^0as40.

Proof. In proving this, we may suppose that ß < a(\ — e)-'. Choose a

monotonically-decreasing sequence of piecewise smooth functions i//, such

that

(4)j8(l-e)co(r)/a<^(r)<ra,

(5) m/,(r) < rVj(r) < ß^(r),

(6) \¡/j(r) < ra/j in a neighbourhood of the origin.

Such uV's may be constructed as follows: Choose Sy > a, put

<Pj(r) = max(ra//, rsJ),   and

Í    rr fAs^ 1
•Mr) - mm   aj^ — ds, ̂ _x(r)   .

If 5, is sufficiently close to a, properties (4), (5) and (6) are satisfied, as is seen

by a routine calculation.

Set tp(r) = lim uV(r). It follows easily that

f<P(s)

•'0      s
ds
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satisfies properties (1), (2), and (3). Verification is again routine. This com-

pletes the proof.

Fix ß « (1 + a)/2. For each/ G lip(a, Q with \\f\\a < 1, and each e > 0,

choose a modulated function ux(r) such that

(1 - e)coy(r) < u,(r) < ra,

aco,(r) < rco',(r) < ßax(r),

r_aco1(r)->0asrj0.

Let % denote the family of all functions co, obtained in this way. Clearly, we

may apply Melnikov's Theorem to all co, G fa at once, using the same

constant K.

5. Corollary. Let X c C be compact, V = &(X). Then for all open discs

D

K~xy(V,D) < Mx+a(D\X) < Ky(V,D),

where K depends only on a.

Proof. Choose a sequence of open sets {Un)\,X such that each set bdy(i/J

is a finite union of smooth curves. Then

Mx+a(D \*)-=lim M,+a(D\U„).
nfoo

Next, for « = 1, 2, 3,..., we have

CO

A"(X„)CVC UAa(Xm),
m = \

where Xn - c\os(Un). Hence for each open disc D,

y(A"(Xn),D) < y(V,D) < lim y(A"(Xm), D).
mfco

Applying Melnikov's Theorem with co(r) = r" and £ = D\Xn (so that

t(co, £) = y (A a(X„), D)), we obtain

K-xy(A«(X„),D) < Mx+°(D\Xn) < Ky(A»(Xn), D),

for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., where K depends only on a. Taking limits we get the

desired result.

6. In the definition of Af]+<A it suffices to consider those A of the form rco(r)

for co G 2Fa.

7. Corollary. Let W = Aa(X). Then for all open discs D,

K~xy(W,D) < M¿+"(Z)\intA') < Ky(W,D),

where K depends only on a.

Proof. Let / G W be D-admissible, and let e > 0 be given. Then there

exists co G *Ja such that (1 - e)coy < co. Thus
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(1 - e)|/'(oo)| < r(w,D\intX).

If h(r) = rw(r), then Melnikov's Theorem yields

r(u,D MntX) < K(u)Mh(D \ int X).

Thus

(1 - e)y(W,D) < KMl+a(D \ int X),

where K = sup[K0(LX + L2): w G fa} depends only on a. This proves the

first inequality.

For the second, fix w G fa, and let h(r) = ru(r). Let/ G C(2) be analytic

off (D \ int X), with ay < w, /(oo) = 0. Then / G IF and / is £>-admissible.

Hence |/'(oo)| < y(W, D). Thus t(w, £> \ int Z) < y(W, D). By Melnikov's

Theorem

K(u)-xMh(D \iniX) < y(IF,/)).

Since this holds for every uG fa,we conclude that

K~iMl+a(D\ int X) < y(W,D),

with K as above.

8. Combining the results of §§1, 2, 5, and 7, we deduce the necessity of the

condition of the theorem. In fact, if [5l]a = /ia(A'), then

Mi+a(D\X) > KMl+a(D\ int X),

for every open disc D, where K > 0 is a constant which depends only on a.

9. Remark. One might wonder whether it is always possible, given a

modulated function u, to find functions / G A(X) such that ay < w but

co(r)_'coy(r) y> 0 as r -* 0. Putting it another way, if ux(r)u2(r)~' -* 0 as r -> 0,

are there any functions / in A(X) such that uf < w2 but (<y ̂ o(w,)? The

answer is yes. This follows from some results of Dolzenko [4].

10. the first step towards proving the sufficiency of the approximation

condition is a lemma which gives an estimate for the uniform norm in terms

of the Lip a norm.

Lemma. Suppose E c C is bounded, f is analytic on. 2 \ £, /(oo) = 0, and

f E Lip(a, Q. Then

||yi|U)C<2I+«(diam£)a||il|aC.

Proof. There is a circle C of radius diam £ which encloses £. Since

/(oo) = 0, then fçfdd - 0. Hence, if / = u + iv, then }cu d& = fcv d& = 0.

Thus u and v each have a zero on C. Thus for x inside S,

\u(x)\ < (2 diam £)a||yj|a,       |t>(*)| < (2 diam E)a\\f\\a,

hence
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|/(*)|<2I+«(diam£)a||/]|a,

and the result follows by the maximum principle.

The above estimate is somewhat crude, in that it depends only on the

diameter of £. A more refined version is obtain in §14.

11. Now fix X compact in C and abbreviate 51 = $l(X), A = Aa(X),

y(D) = y(5t, D), yA(D) = y(A, D). Let c(D) denote the centre of the disc

D, and let tD denote the disc with centre c(D) and radius equal to t times

the radius of D. For any function / which is analytic on a neighbourhood of

oo we may write

for large z. Here a0 =/(oo), a, = f'(ca), and we define ß(f, D) = a2. If

a0 = a, = 0, then ß(f, D) does not depend on D.

Lemma. Let D be an open disc of radius r, and let f E 51 be D-admissible.

Then

\ß(f,D)\<Kry(D),

where K is a constant depending only on a. For f E A the same inequality holds,

but with y replaced by yA.

Proof. Let / G 51 be inadmissible. Then / is analytic off D, /(oo) = 0,

and ||/||» < 1. We define the function g G 51 by setting

g(z) = (z-c(7)))/(z)-/'(oo).

Then g(oo) - 0, g'(oo) = ß(f, D), and we claim that || g||„ < Ay, where K%

depends only on a.

In proving this claim we may assume c(D) = 0. Let z,w G C, z # w. We

consider four cases, which together cover all the possiblilites.

Case \.z,w E 3D. Then

\zf(a) - w/(w)|       M|/(g)-/H+l*-w||/(HQ|

\z — w\ \z - w\

< 3r ||/|a+ (6r?-°\\f\\u

<--VI|/lL by§10

< Kxr.

Case 2. z, w G C \ 2D, \z - w\> r. Then
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\zf(z) - wf(w)\      \zf(z)\      \wf(w)\

\z — w\

<2r'-(|/(r)|+|/(w)|)< V    -17T +
r\\

In the third inequality we used the uniform norm decay estimate [6, p. 201],

and in the fifth we again applied §10.

Case 3. z, w E C \ 2D, \z - w\ < r. Then

\zf(z) - wf(w)\

\z - wf

1

\z — w\

i   r    „,»t    i l     ,dS7iS    *W>fn ym=r        I.

.Mf    _M_láfl
\z-M>\a)\t\-r\ï-Z\\S-w\    lSl

^r'+l/yz-ivl'-V-'Cr-

ease 4. z E 2D, w G 3D. Then

|Z/(Z) - H/(W)|          \zf(z)\          \wf(W)\
< -^-1-7.-

\z - w\° r"

M    r\\f\\
<2rl-lAl+ ^' -ijr < Ky-lfl\u< K7r.

Hence the claim is true, so that (Ksr)   g is D-admissible. Thus

\ß(f,D)\=\g'(<x>)\< K,ry(D).

The assertion about A is proved similarly.

12. Decay Lemma (Garnett). Let D be a disc of radius r, and let z EC,

with d = dist(z, D) > r. Then

(D \f(z)\<Ky(D)\\AUd
and

(2) |/'(*)| < Ky(D)\\f)\Jd2

whenever f E &. There is a similar estimate for f E A, with y replaced by yA.

Proof. (1) D\X may be covered by a finite collection {S,} of open

squares with sides parallel to the axes, such that
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vl+O
2(sideS,)1+"< 4Mx+a(D\X)/ir,

and no square is contained in the union of the rest. Arrange the squares in an

order of nondecreasing side-lengths, and form Hx = Sx, H2= S2\ Sx, H3 =

S3\ Sx\ S2, and so on. For each i, let Tj = bdy Hp and choose ^ E int 77,.

Observe that the length of T¡ is at most 4(side S¡). Then

\m\ = 277/

2w   j

/(?)

2/^ d$

/^l«

(side5y)
l + a

<
A-2M1+"(7)\^)||/]|o

^3Y(ö)||/l|a
,   by Corollary 5.

The estimate for/'(z) is obtained in a similar way.

To prove the corresponding estimate for/ G A, first choose a modulated

function co such that

Ï»/(*■) <||/||««(*").        0<r<|,

co(r) < r°,       0 < r < 2 '

r-°co(r)-»0       asrjO.

Set A(r) = rco(r). An argument like that above shows that

and so

|/(z)|<Ä'4MA(Z)\int^)||/l|a/a',

.*4Mr°(^mt*)||/l|        K5yA(DmL
1/(01 <-2-<-1-'  by§7'

13. Lemma. Let D be an open disc, sx+a = Mx+a(D \ X), and let {£,} be a

family of discs of radius s, each of which is contained in D, such that no point

belongs to more than p of the By Then there is a constant K, depending only on

a, such that

(1)
^Mx+a(Bj\X) < KpMx+a(D\X),

j

and also
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(2) 2/y < Kp

whenever fj E <3l is B'¡-admissible, j = 1, 2.

Proof. Fix e > 0, and choose a covering {/)„} of D \ X by discs with radii

{r„} such that each rn is no greater than s, and

2 rl+a < A/1+tt(/)\^) + e.
n

Then the £>„ cover each Bj \ X, and no Dn meets more than Kxp of the £,.

Thus

2 A/1+a(5,\;r) < AT,/» 2 r„1+a < Kxp{Ml+a(D\X) + e).
j

This proves (1).

Now ktfj G SI be 5,-admissible, y = 1,2.Fix x,y G C and consider

\fj(x)-Sj(y)\/\x-y\a.

We divide the integers y into classes Fm, corresponding to m — 0, 1, 2, 3,...,

as follows. We say y G Fm if m is the greatest integer not exceeding

j-1 min{dist(x, Bj), dist(y, £,)}.

Observe that the number of elements in Fm does not exceed K2pm.

For m = 0 or 1 andy G £m we use the crude estimate

\fj(*)-fj(y)\/\x-y\a<Ul<1-

For m > l,y G £m we consider two cases.

Case 1. |x - y\ > s. Then

\fj(x) - fj(y)\     |^(*)|+|j5W|

\x-yf

.  ^3V(^)|U||
(mj)j"

^v(^)

by §12

Case 2. \x - y\ < s. Since/ G Fm there is an arc T joining x to7 such that

the length of V does not exceed 6|x - y\, and dist(r, B) > ms. Thus

\fj(*)-fj(y)\      \!rf'(z)dz\

\x-y\ \x-y\

,1-0

K<\* - y\y(Bj)U\\a  ^K4y(Bj)

(ms)1 '  m2i1+a
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Thus in either case

\fj(x)-fj(y)\      K5Mx+°(Bj\X)

I*-M s l+o

Let/ = 2/j. Then, abbreviating M ' +a(Bj \ X) = A/}, we have

I/W-/O0I   v VA*) - fj(y)\
I*-.?!        j     \x~y\

<K6P + 2—;
K5Mj

< K6p + K5Kxp   by (1)

14. This lemma allows us to improve the estimate for ||/]|u of §10.

Corollary. Let D be an open disc and letf E <3l(X) be D-admissible. Then

\\f\\u< Ky(D)a/(x + a).

Proof. In proving this we may assume that X contains a neighbourhood of

3D \ D, and we do.

Cover the set of singularities of/by discs \Bj c D of side

s = Mx+a(D\X)i/(x+a)

in such a way that no point belongs to more than 100 of the By Choose

functions <py G <$ such that 0 < qp, < 1, spt <pj c 5,.,|| V q>j\\u < 4/s, and

2ty■ = 1 on U \Bj, which is a neighbourhood of the set of singularities of/

(cf. [3]). Let fj = TVjf. Then f=1fj, fj G % f} is analytic off £,, and
fj(oo) = 0. Also \\fj\\aJ< Kx by the T^ estimate, so that Kx~xfj is 5,-admissible.

Fix z EC, and divide the indices/ up into classes again: say/ G Gm if m is

the greatest integer not exceeding s_I dist(z, BJ). For m > 1 and/ G Gm we

have

|/;(z)| < K2y(Bj)/ms

by the Decay Lemma, §12. Thus
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|/(*)|<2|/,(*)|<*3 ,+ 2   2 \fj{*)\
m-1 je.Cm

<kAs»+ 2   2
m = 2 j£G„

y(Bj)

ms
= /s:45c i+ 2   2

m = 2 yec„

y(*,)

»ii I+o

< K5sa 1 + 2
?(*,)

,1+a

1/2

(cf. [6, p. 201,2.6])

< K6sa, by §13 and §15.

Thus 11/11,, < ATjí« < K7y(D)tt/(X+a).

15. We are now in a position to prove the sufficiency of the condition for

approximation. In fact, we will prove a slightly stronger statement.

Suppose there exist constants p > 0, t > 1 such that for each point x E

bdy X and each disc D centered at x,

M]+"(tD \X) > pMl+a(D MntX).

Then [&]„ = Aa(X).

Throughout the proof Kx, K2, K3, . . . stand for constants which may

depend on a, p, t and ||/||a, but not on any other variables.

Suppose p and r exist as in the statement. Then for each open disc D of

radius r centered at a point of C \ int X we have

M1+«(tD\X) > 4-lpMl+a(D\intX),

hence y(rD) > KxyA (D) for each such disc D.

Fix/ G A. We shall prove that/may be approximated in Lip(a, A") norm

by elements of St. First, we extend / to C so that the extension (also denoted

by/) lies in lip(a, C) and is analytic off some disc. Fix 8 > 0. Let {/>„},° be a

covering of C \ int X by open discs of radius 8 centered at points of C \ int X

and such that no disc Dn meets more than 100 others. Let (<p„}f C ^ be a

sequence of functions such that 0 < % < I, spt % c 2Dn, || V(pJ|u < 45 -l,

and 2fV„ = 1 on U ?Dn. Let /„ - TJ. Then fneA,fn = 0 except for a
finite number of indices n, and /= 2"/„. Let t](r) = r~aUj(r), so that

i)(r)-»0 as r|0. For each n, /„ is holomorphic off 2Dn, /„(oo) = 0, and

IIX.II« < K2V(8).
Now fix n and, following Davie [3], let

r = j- ■ min{5, A/1+a (3Z> \ A-)1/(1+a)}.

Cover the (closed) set of singularities of /„ (a subset of 2D„ \ int X) by

centered discs £, c 2D„ of radius r, in such a way that no point belongs to
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more than 25 of the B-. Select a collection {uV} c 5) of functions such that

0 < xPj < 1, spt \¡/j c 25,-, || Vi^.||u < 4/r, and 2*/-, = 1 on U £,-, which is a

neighbourhood of the set of singularities of/,. Let jj = 7^/„. Then/]* G A, ff

is analytic off 2Bp J?(œ) = 0, ||/7||a < K4-q(8), and /„'= 2^. From the

definition of y^ we deduce that

|#'(oo)| < A-4T,(5)y^(25,) < *st,(S)y(2x5,),   by hypothesis.

Thus there exist functions gf G 51 such that gf is analytic off 2t77,, gf(oo) =

0, II g/IL < K5V(S), and g/'(<x,) = #'(«>). Let g„ = 2g/. Then g„ G 51, g„ is
analytic off 3Dn, g„(oo) = 0, and g'n(<x>) = /¡(oo). Also, by Lemma 13 (2),

\\g„\\a<K6V(8).
We have

/-U - Sn>Dn)=^ß(j? - tf.Dn) = 2 ß (1? ~ 2?,Gj),
j j

since ff — g* vanishes to second order at oo. Hence by Lemma 11 and

Lemma 13 (1),

\ß(f„-g„,Dn)\ <^K7ry(BMS) < Kgy(2Dnf+aWl+a)v(8).
j

We may choose a function A„ G 51, analytic off 2Dn and vanishing at oo,

with ||A„||a < 2 and A¿(oo) = y(2Z>„). Forming

kn = gn + ß(fn-gn,Dn)(hn/y)2E<3l

(where we have abbreviated y = y(2Dn)), we deduce that

M*<\\gnh+\ß(fn-S»>D»)\y-2\\hX

< K6-n(8) + A-8Y-a/(1+a)u(5)||A„||u< A-9t,(5)

by Corollary 14. Also kn is analytic off 2Dn, kn(oo) = 0, k'n(co) = s'„(°°) =

/„'(«,), and ß(k„, Dn) = ß(gn, Dn) + ß(fn- gn, D„) = ß(/„, D„).

Let q„=f„- k„. Then/= 2fc„ + 2a„. The first sum belongs to 51. We

will show that the second sum tends to zero in Lip(a, C) norm as 5|0, so that

/ e [â]a>c.

Clearly ||a„||a < A:10t,(5), so that by Lemma 10, \\q„\\u < KxxS«r}(8). Fix

two distinct points x, y G C. In order to estimate

we divide the indices « into classes Fm, in the same way as in the proof of

Lemma 13, with s = 25. Thus « G Fm if «s is the greatest integral multiple of

s not exceeding

min{dist(x, 2Dn), dist(.y, 2Dn)).

The number of indices in Fm does not exceed Kxx(m + 1).
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The function q„ has a triple zero at oo, so that 5 \z - cn)\(z), the

function, is analytic on 2 \ 2Dn (here c„ = c(Dn)). For z E bdy(2Z>„),

|5-3(z-c„)3^(z)|<8||a„||„< Kx28°t,(8),

hence by the maximum principle,

(*) 1^)1 < Kx38J+ar,(S)d-3

whenever d = dist(z, 2£>„) > s.

If k(z) is a bounded function, is analytic off a disc D of radius r, and

vanishes at oo, and 0 < R = dist(z, D), then the uniform norm derivative

decay estimate [12, p. 201] states that

|*'(*)| < 4r||*|Udy0//?2.

If   d = dist(z,   D„) > 4s,   take   D =\dDn,   so   that   \\q„\\uMyD    <

A:1453+aT](5)a'-3 by (*), and conclude that

(**) W„(z)\ < KX58i+"T,(8)d-\

If n belongs to one of the first six Fm we use the crude estimate

M*) - in(y)W -y\"<Ma< Kev(S).
If 6 < m E Z and n E Fm, we consider two cases.

Case 1. |x - y\ < j. We have

ms < min{dist(.x, 2D„), dist(.y, 2D„)},

so there is a curve T joining x to y, the length of which does not exceed

7r|x - y\, with the property that disuT, 2Dn) > ms. Thus by (**),

\9„(x) - q„(y)\ i f
I K(z)dz

\x-y\ \x-y\

< tTKX5\x-y\x-as3+^(8)(ms)-4< KX6r,(8)m-\

Case 2. \x - y\ > s. Then by (*),

M*) - 9n(y)\       \9K(x)\+\qH(y)\

\*-y\a

< 2/¡:1353+aTJ(S)(mj)~3= /sf17Tj(5)ffi-3.

Thus in either case
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\2nqn(x) - ïqn(y)\ \qn(x) - qn(y)\

I        ? <-¿-       I-7a—
\x~y\ «      \x~y\

< 2    2  AV,(Ô)+ 2    2  ^i8T)(5)m-3
m = 0/iefm m=6neF„

< j   S A-6Ä-„ (m + 1) + 2* *i8*ii (« + 1)«~3 U(«)
[m = 0 m = 6 J

~Kl9r,(8).

Since tj(5) -» 0 as 5j0, this proves that ||2a„||a -* 0 as SjO, so we are done.

16. As a special case we obtain a characterisation of those compact sets X

on which all f G lip(a, X) may be approximated in Lip(a, A') norm by

rational functions.

Corollary. A necessary and sufficient condition that

[&]a«lip(«,*)

is that there exist p > 0 swcA that Mx+a(D \ X) > prx+a for every open disc

D of radius r (0 < a < 1).

This follows from our theorem because M]t+a(D) = (2r)x+a.

17. Corollary. If X has zero area and 0 < a < 1, fAen

[«,].-lip(a,*).

Proof. Let 7) be any disc of radius r. Then, denoting Lebesgue measure on

the plane by m, we have m(D \ X) = m(D) — mr2. Let {2?.} be a covering of

7) \ X by discs with radii {';}>'} < r. Then

„   , 2r,2      m(D\X)

^ v'-o _«l-a

_   _l + a

hence M1+tt(7) \ X) > r1+a. Thus the condition of Corollary 16 is satisfied,

with/i = 1.
J. Garnett has shown the author how to give a direct constructive proof of

this fact. There is also an entirely different proof, based on duality.

18. Corollary. 7/0 < a < \ and Ml+a(bdy X) = 0, then

[Ql]a=lip(a,X)nA(X).

Proof. If £, and £2 are two subsets of C, then

M¡+a(Ex U E2) < Ml+"(EX) + Ml+°(E2).

This is an immediate consequence of the definition of M% and the subadditiv-

ity of Mh. It follows that
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Ml+a(D MntX) < Ml+a(bdy X) + Ml+a(D \ X)

< Ml+a(bdyX) + M1+a(D\X),

hence if Af*+a(bdy A') = 0, then the condition of our theorem is satisfied,

with a = 1.
The condition Ml+a(E) = 0 is equivalent to §,+a(£) < oo, where $1+a is

(1 + a)-dimensional Hausdorff measure [5, (2.10)].

19. Before giving some examples, we need a definition. Let B(x, r) denote

the disc [z G C: \z - x\ < r). If £ c C and ß > 0, then the ß-dimensional

upper density of £ at the point x E C is defined as

Mß(E n B(x,r))
lim sup-;

no rp

the lower density is the corresponding lim inf, and in case these two coincide,

we refer to the density.

20. Example. We construct a compact set X c C such that X is the closure

of its interior, and [<&]„ = A(X), but [<&]„ ̂  Aa(X).

Fix ß, a < ß < 1. We begin with a closed square F, and inside P an arc T

having positive (1 + /3)-dimensional lower density at each of its points [7].

We then remove from P a sequence of thin wavy open strips Sx, S2,

S3.so that the 5, "accumulate" only on T and accumulate at every point

of T, and so that {JjSj has zero (1 + a)-dimensional density at each point of

T. Then we set X = P \(\JjSj). For any small disc D of radius r about any

point of T, Ml+a(D \ int X) will be bounded below by some constant times

rl+a, whereas Ml+a(D \ X) will be o(rl+a). So the condition of the theorem

cannot hold for any p > 0. Thus [&]a =£ Aa(X). Since the diameters of the

components of C \ X are bounded away from zero, it follows that [Sl]„ =

A(X) (cf. [6, p. 219 (8.3)]).

cz

^2

(V^AAfSS^AsVlM/iAA/T

Figure 1
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21. Example. We construct a set X with empty interior such that the

analytic polynomials ÍP are uniformly dense in C(X), but ["3l]a ¥= lip(a, X).

Choose a sequence of positive numbers /„ such that 2f/a < 1. Then

2í% < 1 and we may form a Cantor set C of positive length on [0, 1] by

deleting successively (open) intervals of length /„. Let À denote Lebesgue

measure on the line.

Lemma. [0, 1] \ C has zero a-dimensional density at X almost all points of C.

Proof. Let (an, bn) be the interval of length /„ in [0, 1] \ C. Then by

Fubini's Theorem,

)   2 "j-;ï dX(z) = 2 /" I   ■;--s
Jo „-i  \z - a„\ „_i    ■'o   \z - a„\

oo
,-1

so that

< 2a(l - a)~x 2 /."< oo,
«-1

-^r < oo
«-1   I2- an\

for X almost all z G [0, 1]. Similarly,

00 /«

2 -"—ä < °°
1   I» - Ä«l

for X almost all z G [0, 1]. For z G C the upper a density of [0, 1] \ C at z is

A/a([z-r,z + r]\C) 27„a
lim sup- < lim sup  ——

no r no        r

(where the sum is taken over those n for which [an, bn] meets [z — r,z + /•]).

(Ia Ia       )

<limsuP2'    -"— +-n—
nov^ \ \z-an\a      \z-b„\" j

oo   ( ¡<* Ia )

< lim sup 2 | -"—ä +
no      n,[\z- a„\        \z - b„\   J

(where Nr is the first index in 2')

= 0

for X almost all z G C. This proves the lemma.

Now set X = C X [0, 1]. Then [<$]u = C(X) by Mergelyan's Theorem [6],

since X does not separate the plane. But clearly C \ X has zero (1 + a)-

density at £2 almost all points of X, so [$l]a ^ lip(a, X) by Corollary 16.
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22. Example. The term Swiss Cheese is traditionally applied to any com-

pact set X obtained by removing from the closed unit disc an infinite

sequence {/)„} of disjoint open discs, with radii [rn] and centres {an}, such

that 2r„ < 1 and U„Dn is dense in the unit disc. For any such X, [5t]„ ¥=

C(X) [1], [6], and hence a fortiori [5t]„ ¥= lip(a, X), for 0 < a < 1.

Fix 0 < a < 1. A larger class of cheeses is obtained by relaxing the

condition on the radii of the excised discs to 1,rx+a < oo. We call such a

cheese an "a-cheese". If X is an a-cheese, then [5l]a ¥= lip(a, X). To see this,

note that by Fubini's Theorem,

r SS.        rl+a ™ r     dm(z)

<f rx+a27r(l -a)~x< oo.

Hence

_l+a

y\ -■— < oo   a.e. dm.
«    V-on\X+a

For m almost all such z, it follows that

Mx+a(B(z,r)\X)/rx+a-*0

as rjO. Precisely speaking, the limit is zero for any z for which the series

converges, unless z happens to belong to bdy Dn for some n. This is seen by

essentially the same argument as that of the last section.

Thus the necessary condition for rational approximation is violated, and so

[<&]a*\ip(a,X).

23. We close with some remarks about polynomial approximation. Let $

denote the space of analytic polynomials. It is not hard to see that [5l]aA- =

[9]aje if and only if C \ X is connected. Thus [<$]ax = Aa(X) if and only if

C \ X is connected and there exists a constant p > 0 such that

Ml+a(D\X) > pMl+a(D \intX)

whenever D is an open disc. Also [5,]aA- = lip(a, X) if and only if C \ X is

connected and there exists a constant p > 0 such that

Mx+a(D\X) > prx+a

whenever D is an open disc and the radius of D is r.
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